
Laser Scrim Medium
Ref. 1100

A scrim that’s ultra-light with an extra-fine mesh, it works extremely 
well with laser lightshows for creating breathtaking stage lighting. 
M1 flame-retardant rated, this scrim is available in 2 colours - white 
and black - for breathtaking laser effects. 
We recommend multi-layer use for incredible depth effects! Alternate 
and combine with Laser Voile for even more breathtaking effects!
Like most scrim materials, it allows sound to pass, offering perfect 
acoustic transparency meaning it can be installed in front of sound 
sources such as speakers, public address systems, etc.
Versatile and great-value, this “bridal-veil” scrim can also be used as 
an original surface for both front-projection and rear-projection, but 
also for decoration for all your events, including receptions, weddings, 
parties, etc.
It is generally recommended to protect this flame-retardant polyester 
scrim from the elements. 002 003

Technical data Value Notes

Mesh size 2 x 2 mm Square mesh

Width 300 cm

Weight 70 g/m²

Thickness 0.3 mm

Flame-retardant rating        M1 Standard: NF P 92-503-507

Composition 100% flame-retardant 
polyester

Roll length 30 m, 
Rolled centre-folded

Cut-to-length possible
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Additional information

Care

Storage recommendations Store indoors (away from light sources and humidity)

Cutting recommendations Can be cold-cut with scissors (low risk of fraying)

Appearance Ultra-fine square-mesh scrim with “bridal veil” appearance
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Additional information

Recommended use Light-diffusing for laser effects, creative projection and rear-projection 
surfaces, decorations...
Recommended for indoor use

CONTACT OUR EXPORT TEAM

+33 (0)6 23 21 50 28 export@azur-scenic.com

The information in this document provides generic values that describe only the standard technical specifications and chemical composition of the products concerned.  
No guarantee is offered. Any images are non-contractual. The names of the colours are given for information purposes only and do not guarantee a specific colour.


